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Abstract

The aim of this paper is twofold. It firstly intends to provide an overview of the existing bilingual English-Italian dictionaries of sports and games terminology, in order to illustrate their main features and consider how this area of ESP (English for Special Purposes) lexicography may be improved. In the second part, a hypothetical e-dictionary entry is presented, taking as an example the lemma padel, indicating a new discipline that has become very popular in the past few years. The advantages of using online multimodal and multimedial dictionaries are discussed, while also making reference to the challenges of creating them: on the one hand, they make it possible to incorporate a plethora of information also via external hyperlinks, which makes them more dynamic resources with an encyclopedic character, but on the other hand it is necessary to constantly update dictionaries as hyperlinks ‘age’ over time and new disciplines appear. The inclusion of authentic material may also be problematic due to copyright reasons.
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1. Introduction

Sports and games are pervasive in our society both as competitive and as recreational activities. In some way or another, they affect us all, either because we engage in certain disciplines, professionally or amateurly, or simply because we are exposed to mega-sport events such as the Football World Cup, the Olympic Games and a number of other minor contests. Regardless of whether we are active participants or passive spectators, we all need, in different degrees, to use or at least understand the language of sports and games as it appears in the press, on social media and on TV.

Due to the presence of terminology, this may not always be an easy feat. In addition, as new disciplines emerge and grow (some examples are bouldering, padel, parkour, to mention just a few), languages constantly incorporate new words. English is a generous ‘donor’ of sports terminology to other languages. This is due, on the one hand, to its established lingua franca role also in sports events, which bring together athletes, teams and coaches from different countries. On the other hand, it is also true that many sports and games originate(d) in English-speaking environments before being exported to other parts of the world (Note 1). Hence, the abundance of anglicisms related to sports and games in the world’s languages.

In the case of Italian, the introduction of English loanwords is also facilitated by an “open attitude of Italian society to Anglo-American culture, and the absence of any purist language policy as far as lexical borrowing is concerned” (Pulcini, 2008, p. 140). This has produced the co-existence of certain anglicisms with their Italian counterparts (e.g., En. coach and It. allenatore, En. corner and It. calcio d’angolo, etc.), but also the input of terminology which is now fully integrated in Italian (e.g., derby in football, K.O. in boxing; the names of various disciplines, such as kickboxing, bungee jumping, standup paddleboarding, and so forth) (Note 2).

Despite the pervasiveness of the language of sports and games, which may also include jargon and technical terms, dictionaries in this field do not abound or they tend to give prominence to the most popular sports. The 2000s, for instance, have seen the appearance of several dictionaries of football in multilingual editions (Pons, 2006; Yıldırım, 2006; Taborek, 2020), while the ones covering other disciplines are still few; some of them were published on the occasion of important events, such as the Olympic Games (Wehle, 1976), the multi-sport European Championships (Sirges, 1980) or the various World Cups (Binder & Brasse, 1998).
This paper examines the existing bilingual English-Italian dictionaries of sports and games terminology and discusses the challenges of updating them, not just in terms of their contents but also in their form. It is indeed an undeniable fact that lexicographic resources need to be more practical in today’s mobile society (Fuertes Olivera, 2018; Jackson, 2018) and be transformed into multimodal digital products in order to be more easily accessible and satisfy the modern user’s needs. Section 2 illustrates the features of the two main English-Italian dictionaries in this area, namely Bonanno’s (1988) *Dizionario dello Sport e di Medicina Sportiva* and Ragazzini’s (1998) *Dizionario dello Sport*, but also examines some sections of Cambridge Word Routes – *Dizionario Tematico dell’Inglese Contemporaneo* (1995), which specifically address some sports disciplines. Section 3 provides an overview of minor online lexicographic resources, while section 4 proposes an improved English-Italian e-dictionary entry and exemplifies the sort of features that modern online lexicographic resources should have in order to be of practical use among translators, language learners and anyone interested in the micro-language of sports and games in English and Italian for professional, business or more personal purposes. Section 5 concludes the paper with some final considerations and a brief discussion on the future of lexicography.

2. Bilingual English-Italian Dictionaries of Sports and Games Terminology

The 2000s have not seen the publication of the revised editions of the two main bilingual English-Italian dictionaries mentioned above, which have remained in paper form and have not even been made available on CD-ROM. In addition, Ragazzini (1998) is now out of print and no longer easily found. Bonanno (1988) is, instead, still published today despite its being an older dictionary. Similarly, *Cambridge Word Routes – Dizionario Tematico dell’Inglese Contemporaneo* (1995) has not been updated, is not in electronic format, but is still available for purchase.

2.1 *Dizionario dello Sport e di Medicina Sportiva* (Bonanno, 1988)

This dictionary was compiled by an Italian secondary school teacher of English with the aim of contributing “to the understanding of English or American terms of many sports, even those not well known or practiced in our country” (Note 3). Therefore, it mainly targets Italian speakers, even though it is not unidirectional because it contains two sections with word lists and translation equivalents in both Italian and English. The merit of the work, which covers 63 disciplines and includes over 20,000 terms, lies in the fact that it always endeavors to provide the Italian counterpart or at least an explanation of the English terms even when they have made their way into Italian (e.g., *skateboard* ‘monopattino’). The aim is to provide an incentive not to resort too frequently and casually to anglicisms that may be unclear to those unfamiliar with the English language and which refer to concepts that can be perfectly expressed in Italian too. An attempt has been made to list the actual terms used by specialists in the various disciplines: the author gathered materials from different sports federations, such as C.O.N.I. (Italian National Olympic Committee), as well as from the British Council and the cultural adviser to the Quebec delegation in Italy. The dictionary, however, is not based on a real corpus, but just informed by a variety of authentic data. Some lemmas are accompanied by black and white drawings that appear either on the right or left margin of the page or in the body of the entries. It is not clear, though, what the rationale behind the use of illustrations is. While some drawings are indeed justified because they describe complex notions, such as certain procedures and techniques, e.g. the five-step delivery mode in bowling, others simply represent objects, e.g. a baseball bat, a baseball ball, etc., and are not really necessary for comprehension. They only seem to have a sort of decorative function.

The main shortcoming of the dictionary is that the lemmas do not come with proper definitions, phonetic transcriptions or example sentences, but simply with their equivalents in English or Italian (Table 1), which are not of much help if one needs more than just a translation. Since terms are not presented in their context of use, the work looks more like a glossary than a real dictionary.

Table 1. Example of dictionary entry in Bonanno (1988)

| **pall-mall, s.** | **pallamaglio** |
| **pan, s.** | **(vela), aggottatoio** |

Knowing that *pall-mall* corresponds to ‘pallamaglio’ in Italian does not really explain what the discipline consists of (Note 4). Similarly, neither *pan* nor ‘aggottatoio’ in the language of sailing are transparent unless one is already familiar with one of the two terms and is just looking for its counterpart in the other language (Note 5). This is where the use of an illustration would have been particularly useful. In other cases, not only are proper definitions missing, but the explanations provided are also somewhat vague and inaccurate: *paddle tennis*, for
instance, is only generically defined as ‘a kind of tennis’ (‘specie di tennis’), thus failing to distinguish it from other racket sports which also resemble tennis, e.g. squash, ping-pong or badminton. In addition, certain lemmas, which sometimes consist of phrases and fixed expressions (Note 6) are not faithfully reproduced in Italian. Consider, for instance, *score (to) the winning goal in the last minute*, which could have been literally translated as ‘segnare il gol vincente all’ultimo minuto’; the dictionary instead opts for ‘segnare il gol vincente in zona Cesarini’, which is both culture-bound and stylistically marked. Albeit stable and lexicalized, the Italian expression is very colloquial. It originated as a reference to an Italian-Argentinian footballer, Renato Cesarini, who often scored goals in the last few minutes of a match. Therefore, doing something in ‘Cesarini zone’, in a wider sense, means that whatever we refer to is happening at the very last moment, before it is too late.

The dictionary never provides any information about style or register, thus failing to address the differences in connotation between the English and Italian terms. This is true not just cross-linguistically, but also within the same language: a case in point are near-synonyms, which are distinguished neither in terms of their subcategorization frame, i.e. by making reference to their syntactic behavior, nor stylistically. The Italian word ‘applauso’, for instance, is made to correspond to both *applause* and *cheer*, but without any examples contrasting them it is impossible for dictionary users to understand whether and to what extent the two English words can be interchangeable.

Bonanno (1988) also presents some ambiguities in the indication of the sport provided in brackets after each term. It is not clear, for instance, what discipline the abbreviated form ‘tiro’ refers to, because it could be either archery (‘tiro con l’arco’) or shooting (‘tiro a segno/volo’). This has implications for the comprehension of certain lemmas. If we consider *back of blade*, which is associated to ‘tiro’, it cannot be determined what it stands for; its Italian counterpart (‘costola’) too is somewhat vague due to its polysemic nature. Most probably, *back of blade* indicates the part of the bow that faces the archer when the bow is held in shooting position, but it may also indicate a part of the weapon used in sabre, a discipline of modern fencing. It is also interesting to observe that the dictionary omits the definite article (*back of the blade*), thus causing a potential problem for the correct use of the term.

Lastly, there appears to be a gender bias in the representation of certain disciplines. Gymnastics tends to be associated to women: while *women’s gymnastics* is present as a separate entry, *men’s gymnastics* is not; players are viewed as male by default and the marked form *lady player* is proposed for Italian ‘giocatrice’; the words *champion* and *winner* only appear with their masculine counterpart in Italian (‘vincitore’), but never in the feminine form (‘vincitrici’), which is instead proposed as a translation for *defeater*.

### 2.2 Dizionario dello Sport (Ragazzini, 1998)

It can certainly be argued that, compared to Bonanno (1988), this dictionary introduces several improvements. To begin with, it is more comprehensive because it consists of approximately 50,000 entries covering the most widely practiced sports in Italy and in English-speaking countries (from soccer to baseball, basketball, cricket, field hockey, rugby, tennis, golf, water and winter sports, athletics, horseback riding and equestrianism, motoring, cycling, bowling, combat sports, billiards and many others). In addition, the first part, the English-Italian section, is typically organized as a proper dictionary with the inclusion of nested sub-headwords instead of listing all entries alphabetically as separate lemmas. Tables 2 and 3 show the entry for *score*, both as a noun and as a verb, in Bonanno (1988) and Ragazzini (1998), respectively. What is immediately clear is that the latter is much more detailed (even without including *score again, score against, score off, score on* and *score up*, which are listed separately) and that the arrangement of the entry follows the standards of modern lexicography. Therefore, it does not present itself as a mere glossary of terms as in the case of Bonanno (1988).

Table 2. Entry for *score* in Bonanno (1988)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>score</em>, s., punteggio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em>, s., risultato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em>, s., segnatura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to), v. t., segnare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to), v. i., segnare il punteggio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to), v. i., (calcio), far centro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to) <em>a goal</em>, (pallc.), segnare un canestro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to) <em>a goal</em>, (calcio), segnare un gol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to) <em>a hit</em>, fare un punto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to) <em>an advantage</em>, ottenere un vantaggio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to) <em>a point</em>, segnare un punto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to) <em>a success</em>, riportare un successo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>score</em> (to) <em>a try</em>, (rugby), segnare una meta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Entry for score in Ragazzini (1998)

| score, n. | 1. Puntpeggio; risultato: the final s, il risultato finale 2 (calcio, ecc.) segnatura, marcatura (il singolo punto realizzato); gol; rete 3 (cricket) ‘score’: (di una squadra) to make a s. of a certain number of points, fare (o conseguire) uno score di un certo numero di punti 4 (volley) ‘score’; puntaggio. • (calcio, ecc.) a s. draw, a pareggio con segnatura di gol (1-1, 2-2, ecc.) (calcio) a s. like that of a tennis set, un punteggio tennistico (6-1, 5-0, ecc.) (calcio, ecc.) a s. of four goal, una quaterna (4 gol segnati). |

| to score, A v.t. | 1 aggiudicare; assegnare, attribuire (punti, ecc.); tennis to s. a game for a player, aggiudicare un game a un giocatore; (boxe) The German judge scored him 20 (o scored 20 to him), il giudice tedesco gli attribuì 20 punti 2 (boxe) mettere a segno, portare (un colpo): He scored a direct hit with his first shot, al primo colpo mìse a segno un diretto 3 (calcio, ecc.) segnare, fare, realizzare, mettere a segno, siglare (un gol, un canestro, un punto): Jack has scored four goals, Jack ha fatto quattro gol; They’ve scored three goals against us in half an hour, ci hanno fatto tre gol (o il nostro portiere ha incassato) in mezz’ora; (tennis) to s. a lot of points with one’s serve, fare un mucchio di punti con il servizio 4 (scherma) mettere a segno: The winner of a bout is the fencer who first scores five hits, il vincitore di un assalto è lo schermitore che per primo mette a segno cinque stoccate. B v.t. 1 (basket, calcio, ecc.) fare punti; andare a segno; segnare; realizzare; fare centro; (basket) fare canestro; andare a canestro; centrate il canestro; (calcio, ecc.) fare gol; fare rete; andare in gol; andare a rete; marcare; centrate la porta; insaccare; finalizzare: to s. early, segnare all’inizio (della partita); to s. regularly, segnare con regolarità; (calcio) to s. for the Glasgow Rangers, segnare per i Glasgow Rangers; (basket) to s. from the keyhole, centrare dalla lunetta; We scored in the second half, segnammo nel secondo tempo; la nostra squadra passò nel secondo tempo 2 tenere il punteggio; fare il segnapunti. • (basket, calcio, ecc.) to s. after a fast break, segnare in contropiede; castigare gli avversari in contropiede (calcio, ecc.) to s. at the far end, insaccare sul secondo palo to s. at will, segnare quando si vuole (o a proprio piacimento) (basket) to s. a basket, fare canestro, fare cesto; andare a canestro; centrare il canestro; mettere dentro (fam.) (basket) to s. a basket after a fast break, fare canestro in contropiede (basket) to s. a basket with a bank shot, fare canestro su tiro di tabellone (calcio) to s. by heading the ball, segnare (o fare gol) di testa (cricket) to s. a century, segnare (o realizzare) una centuria (calcio, ecc.) to s. a chance, realizzare (o sfruttare) un’occasione da gol (calcio, ecc.) to s. a the consolation goal, fare (o segnare, cogliere) il gol della bandiera (calcio) to s. a curling free kick, segnare con un calcio di punizione a spiovere (calcio) to s. a direct hit with one’s first shot, centrate la porta al primo colpo (o di prima intenzione) (calcio, ecc.) to s. easily on the rebound, non avere difficoltà a segnare sul rimbalzo (calcio, ecc.) to s. an equal number, segnare lo stesso numero di gol (calcio, ecc.) to s. the equalizer (o the equalizing goal), segnare il gol (o il punto) del pareggio; recuperare un gol; pareggiare (calcio, ecc.) to s. first (o the first goal), essere i primi a segnare; aprire le marcature (calcio, ecc.) to s. freely, segnare agevolmente (calcio, ecc.) to s. freely after a counterattack, castigare gli avversari in contropiede (calcio, ecc.) to s. from the corner, segnare (o realizzare) su calcio d’angolo (calcio) to s. from a penalty (kick), segnare su rigore; trasformare un rigore (calcio) to s. from a penalty kick the first time one takes it [the second round], trasformare un rigore in prima battuta [in seconda battuta] (calcio) to s. from the penalty spot, trasformare dal dischetto to s. a goal, (basket, netball) fare un canestro; fare cesto; centrare il canestro; andare a canestro; (calcio, hockey, pallamano, ecc.) fare un gol; segnare un gol; fare una rete; realizzare un gol; andare a rete; centrare la porta; mettere dentro (fam.) (calcio) to s. a goal after a fast break, fare un gol in contropiede (rugby) to s. a goal by a drop kick, trasformare un calcio di rimbalzo (vale tre punti) (calcio) to s. a goal during a scuffle, segnare in mischia (calcio) to s. goals from set pieces, segnare da fermo (su corner, su punizione, su rigore, ecc.) (calcio, ecc.) to s. a goal to a yet unbeaten goalkeeper, violare la rete avversaria (calcio) to s. a hat trick, fare una tripletta (calcio) to s. a header, fare un gol di testa (calcio, ecc.), andare a segno, segnare; (base) mettere a segno un colpo; (schermata) mettere a segno una stoccata (calcio, ecc.) to s. in the first minutes (o moments) of play, segnare nei primi minuti di gioco; colpire a freddo (calcio, ecc.) to s. in the last minute, segnare all’ultimo momento (calcio, ecc.) to s. into an unguarded net, segnare a porta vuota (o a portiere battuto) (calcio, ecc.) to s. a lead (o the leading goal), andare in vantaggio; portare in vantaggio la propria squadra to s. a run (baseball), realizzare un ‘run’; fare un punto con un ‘home run’ (v.s); segnare un punto facendo il giro del campo fino alla casa base; (cricket) fare un punto con un ‘run’. In cricket a run is scored whenever the two batsmen exchange their wicket positions on hit or passed balls without either being out, nel cricket si segna un ‘run’ ogni volta che i due battitori fanno la corsa per il cambio di wicket dopo che la palla è stata battuta ovvero è passata, purché nessuno dei due si trovi fuori dalla sua zona (di norma un punto va a entrambi) (calcio) to s. the (o one’s) second goal (o to s. one’s second), raddoppiare: England have scored their second, l’Inghilterra ha raddoppiato (nelle corse) to s. a solo win, arrivare primo (al tragaraudo) da solo to s. a success, ottenere (o riportare) un successo (calcio, ecc.) to s. a teammate, mettere un compagno in condizione di segnare (rugby) to s. a try, segnare (o realizzare) una meta; andare in meta (facendo 4 punti (calcio, ecc.) to s. twice (o to s. two goals), segnare due gol; segnare due volte; fare una doppietta to s. a win, ottenere una vittoria; vincere (calcio) to s. the winning goal (o a winner) in the last minute, segnare il gol della vittoria (o risolvere la partita) in zona Cesarini (calcio) to s. a win with a header, segnare di testa; incorrere in gol (fam.) (hockey g.) to s. with an open cage, segnare a porta vuota (calcio, ecc.) to s. with an open goal, segnare a porta vuota (o a portiere battuto) (di una squadra) to be able to s., riuscire a segnare; arrivare al gol: At last long we were able to s., finalmente siamo arrivati al gol not to be able to s., non riuscire a trovare la strada del gol (calcio) They’ve scored somehow, c’è scappato il golletto.

We can observe that in Ragazzini (1998) alphabetical order only applies to headwords and compounds, while phrases are embedded under the main lemma entries. By contrast, headwords, compounds as well as phrases are listed separately in Bonanno (1988). Not only does Ragazzini (1998) provide the Italian equivalents of the English terms, but on several occasions it also includes further information (e.g. to score a run, (baseball) realizzare un ‘run’; fare un punto con un ‘home run’; segnare un punto facendo il giro completo del campo fino alla casa base) (Note 7) and explanations (e.g., In cricket, a run is scored whenever the two batsmen exchange their wicket positions on hit or passed balls without either being out) accompanied by their
translation (nel cricket, si segna un ‘run’ ogni volta che i due battitori fanno la corsa per il cambio di wicket dopo che la palla è stata battuta ovvero passata, purché nessuno dei due si trovi fuori dalla zona (di norma un punto va a entrambi)).

The second part of the dictionary, the Italian-English section, resembles Bonanno’s (1988) structure, because it is less detailed and simply works as a glossary. Some entries are more complete than others, but when phrases are incorporated in the entries they only consist of basic ones. Longer expressions are listed separately. Consider, for instance, the rather concise entry for ‘segnare’, which only appears with the equivalent English verbs related to various disciplines (Table 4). This lemma is then followed by 88 distinct entries with different degrees of complexity, e.g. segnare agevolmente (calcio, ecc.) to score freely; segnare con un’angolazione perfetta (calcio, ecc.) to score with a perfect angle/diagonal shot; segnare con un secco tiro ricurvo piazzando il pallone sull’interno del primo palo (calcio) to hook sharply inside the near post, etc.

Table 4. Entry for ‘segnare’ in Ragazzini (1998)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segnare</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(un nome, ecc.)</td>
<td>to put down; to write down: (tenere segnati i punti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to mark; to keep (the score); to score; to tally; (fare: punti) to score; to score up; to take; (baseball, basket, cricket, hockey, polo, tennis, ecc.) (colpi, punti) to hit, to shoot; to play; (calcio, ecc.) to deliver; to notch (anche to notch up); to prod home; to put in; to realize; to score; to kick a goal; to put the ball home; to claim; to get a goal; to hit a goal; to make a hit; to run in; to score a hit; to strike a goal; to shoot; to kick; to kick the ball in; to kick in; (trasformare) to convert; (insaccare) to net; (hockey g.) to net, to net the puck; (indicare) to point.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, the expression segnare il gol della vittoria in zona Cesarini is present in Ragazzini (1998) too, although in the English-Italian section it appears alongside segnare all’ultimo minuto as the equivalent of to score (the winning goal/a winner) in the last minute. Not even Ragazzini (1998) however makes reference to the colloquial use of the expression.

The weaknesses of this dictionary reside in the fact that it is not corpus-based, that it does not systematically provide the pronunciation of words and that no illustrations are included. Semantically related items are not clearly disambiguated either. If we consider the pair of near-synonyms discussed above, i.e. cheer and applause, what emerges in Ragazzini (1998) is that cheer as a noun has a richer semantic contour (i.e., it also has the sense of ‘acclamation’ and ‘incitement’ in addition to indicating the ‘shouts’ of people cheering) than its Latinate counterpart applause (Table 5). However, they appear to be completely interchangeable in the examples provided: not only can we say to receive much applause, but also to receive many cheers; similarly, the sentence The cheers of the crowd on the terraces went sky-high could be rephrased as The applause of the crowd... without significantly altering the meaning. In other words, the different meaning nuances and the limits of substitutability of the two words are not clearly presented.

Table 5. Entries for applause and cheer in Ragazzini (1998)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applause, n. (senza pl.)</th>
<th>Applauso; applausi: to receive much a., ricevere molti applausi.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheer, n.</td>
<td>1 applauso; incoraggiamento (dei tifosi) 2 (pl.) – cheers, applausi, acclamazioni, incitamenti; (le) grida; (il) tifo; (i) cori: The cheers of the crowd on the terraces went sky-high, il tifo della folla sulle gradinate era alle stelle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although Ragazzini (1998) was published ten years later than Bonanno (1988), it does not show attention to representing genders equally in its entries either: certain words or expressions, such as winner, conqueror and top finisher for instance, are still only translated with their masculine forms, i.e. ‘vincitore’, ‘conquistatore’ and ‘primo arrivato’, respectively. It has become common practice in modern dictionaries instead to include both sexes (Note 8).

2.3 Cambridge Word Routes – Dizionario Tematico dell’Inglese Contemporaneo (1995)

Although this is not an ESP dictionary and is mainly aimed at Italian EFL (English as a Foreign Language)
learners, it includes several thematic sections about sport and games. It is thus worth examining how it is internally organized and in what way it differs from the other two resources examined above. From a macrostructural perspective, it is similar to both Bonanno (1988) and Ragazzi (1998), because it also consists of a more detailed English-Italian first part and of a second section with just two lists of alphabetically ordered words in English and Italian.

The first word group related to sport is a general one that does not include vocabulary about any discipline in particular (it lists words such as play, exercise, score, competition, pitch, field, ground, and so forth), while the following ones cover ball sports, athletics, water sports, gymnasium sports, outdoor sports, target sports and equestrian sports. They are followed by some other general sections subsuming vocabulary related to the topic of ‘success’, ‘failure’, ‘reward’, ‘strength’, etc. The dictionary includes a separate section on games with rather basic vocabulary (e.g., play, toy, quiz, cards and so on).

Since this dictionary is meant to be used in the context of language teaching/learning, many grammatical notes are included in the entries, especially when there is a difference in use between a certain English word/expression and its Italian counterpart. The entry for walk in the equestrian sports section (Table 6), for instance, shows that the verb in English may also be used transitively (Note 9), a possibility that is ruled out in Italian.


| walk | v 1 vi andare al passo 2 vt andare [ogg: solitamente un cane o un cavallo] condurre al passo. |

Although the various sport sections include only essential vocabulary, they sometimes entail encyclopedic components. The entry for rounders, for instance, explains what sort of game it is and where it is played (Table 7). Nevertheless, the information provided is often not sufficient to understand what exactly is being indicated, especially when, as in this case, there is no corresponding term in Italian (Note 10) and no illustrations are provided.

Table 7. Entry for rounders in Cambridge Word Routes (1995)

| rounders | snn [gioco inglese simile al baseball, giocato spec. a scuola da squadre femminili] rounders. |

Interestingly, some entries contain information about style: ping-pong is defined as “rather informal, not used in sports competitions”. However, the fact that this discipline is essentially the same as table tennis, which is also present in the section on racket sports, is not mentioned. This is because there are no section-internal references.

All the lemmas included in the various sections also appear in the two indices at the end of the volume, together with IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) symbols to help learners with correct British English pronunciation. The didactic orientation of the dictionary is also reflected in the use of drawings illustrating some of the entries, albeit rather simply and not systematically.

3. Online Glossaries of Sports and Games Terms

The web abounds with glossaries of sports and games terms. Many of them are monolingual English resources that include terminology related to specific disciplines. They tend to appear in blogs, on the webpages of language schools or translation agencies and present different degrees of accuracy and comprehensiveness. It is often not possible to verify the competence of those who created them or to know what criteria were followed for the selection of the terms. The main feature of most online glossaries resides in the fact that they are essentially word lists, sometimes even without proper definitions or usage examples (Note 11). In other cases, however, they can be more detailed and include explanations, images and video clips (Note 12). Interesting resources may also be found on the webpages of amateur or professional sports organizations. The National Collegiate Athletic Association in the USA, for instance, has online multimodal glossaries of the various sports played across the country, in Puerto Rico and Canada: the women’s volleyball section, just to make an example, contains a dictionary and a list of common terms accompanied by realistic images, animations, illustration videos and clips. The National Hockey League also has a page dedicated to key hockey terms, even though it is quite static and not enriched with multimodal features (Note 13). Similarly, several other sports associations, organizations and
clubs have developed more or less exhaustive databases with relevant terminology for a certain area. Online bilingual English-Italian glossaries are few and typically include only discipline-specific terms. Most of them have an amateur character and were not created by language experts or lexicographers. An example is the glossary of dressage, compiled by someone with an interest in equestrianism (Note 14). Other resources can be found on the webpage of an Italian freelance translator (Note 15) which, among other things, contains links to bilingual as well as multilingual glossaries of terms pertaining to the various sports disciplines played during the Olympic games of 2012 and 2016. Another interesting platform is the Italian Language and Culture blog FluentU, which has a sports section with essential vocabulary ‘for athletes and fans’ (Note 16). Not only are the most popular sports listed, but there is also a section with the recurrent phrases and sentences used to speak about sport, accompanied by audio files. Since the latter provide the pronunciation of words and expressions only in Italian, it is evident that the target audience are prevalently native English speakers, although Italian users and learners of English may also benefit from them. A similar but richer website is that of Berlitz USA, which lists ‘149 fun sports terms in Italian to help you kick language goals’ (Note 17), grouped according to the various types of disciplines, i.e. outdoor sports, water sports, indoor sports, etc., and accompanied by lists of sports-related vocabulary, such as verbs indicating sports actions (e.g., to shoot, to dribble, to dunk) and other generic words (e.g., athlete, team, coach). Because Berlitz is a language instruction company, with a focus to develop conversational skills and cultural awareness, this section of the website also includes example conversations in Italian about sports-related topics and whilst playing sports, in addition to information about the Italian sports habits and traditions.

Lastly, recent years have seen the emergence of video glossaries too, such as the one made available by Collins Dictionary (Note 18), which however present very basic vocabulary and are meant to be used in the context of initial language teaching/learning. Due to their simplicity, they cannot be treated as proper lexicographic resources.

4. Creating a Bilingual English-Italian E-Dictionary of Sports and Games

The overview of the existing bilingual English-Italian resources conducted above has evidenced that there is room for improvement in this area of ESP lexicography. The main shortcoming of sports and games lexicography today, at least for the English-Italian language pair, is that there exists no complete or updated dictionary in electronic form. The creation of such e-dictionary undoubtedly represents a challenge as users now expect to find an added value in dictionaries compared to what is already available on the web. Artificial intelligence can indeed provide very accurate translations of words, phrases and even whole texts, leading to the perception that dictionaries are now less necessary than in the past. Modern lexicographers thus need to think of ways to enrich dictionaries with features that justify resorting to them instead of performing ad-hoc online searches.

In this section, a model e-dictionary entry is presented taking as an example the word padel, indicating a new sports discipline that has become very popular in the past few years.

Let us start by considering what the initial part of the entry could be like. Following the recent trends of online dictionaries, it would make sense to include not just the phonetic transcription of the lemma, but also audio clips to listen to its pronunciation. This is particularly relevant when there is a difference across varieties of English: in padel the stress falls on the first syllable in British and Australian English (/pædl/ or /pæd(ə)l/), but also on the second syllable in American English (/pəd(ə)l/). Short clips can be found on YouTube presenting the pronunciation peculiarities of certain words (Note 19).

The main advantage that e-lexicography offers is the possibility to incorporate hyperlinks within dictionary entries that allow us to have access to a plethora of information (Hargraves, 2020), which for obvious reasons of space could not be included in paper dictionaries. In addition to audio and video files for pronunciation lookups (Figure 1), the lemma padel may be associated to the broader category of ‘racket sports’ by means of a gloss linked to a Wikipedia page, for instance, where more details about the discipline can be found. Hyperlinks would have to be active not just by clicking on them, thus redirecting users to external pages, but also by simply hovering over them with the mouse (Figure 2). This option should allow the display of images and pop-up windows partially showing the contents of external resources.
The definition section of the entry should also come with the pronunciation of the word in the target language (and potentially with audio clips too) and with hyperlinks to external pages in Italian (Figure 3). This would eventually result in the creation of a bidirectional entry to be consulted to a certain extent by English- and Italian-speaking users alike.

The phraseology section would have to include realistic examples from authentic sources and, again, hyperlinks to reliable external pages with additional details, e.g. about the rules of the game. A list of external links may be provided at the bottom of the page, in a manner similar to what happens on Wikipedia, so as to ultimately produce a dictionary-cum-encyclopedic e-entry with the most relevant linguistic and non-linguistic information about the term. Newspaper and magazine articles in both English and Italian may also be linked in a ‘Find out more’ section. Figure 4 shows what a complete entry for padel in a potential bilingual English-Italian e-dictionary of sports and games terminology may look like.
padel (racket sports)

-padel- UK, AUS /ˈpæd/ or /ˈpæd(ə)/, US /ˈpæd(ə)/ or / ˈpæd/- (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3jJ3XPjiYY)

-padel- IT /pādɛ/- (sport della racchetta), s. m., sport di derivazione tennistica praticato a coppie, con racchetta dal piatto rigido, su campo rettangolare all’aperto o chiuso da pareti su quattro lati.

- padel court, campo da padel; padel rules, regole del padel.

- the ball hit the glass and went over the fence, la palla ha colpito il vetro ed è uscita dal campo; you have to hit/play the ball before the second bounce, la palla deve essere colpita prima del secondo rimbalzo; padel games are usually self-refereed, di solito le partite di padel si giocano senza arbitro.

External links/Collegarrenti esterni
International Padel Federation (FIP), https://www.padelfip.com
Federation of European Padel, https://www.padel-europe.org
Federazione Italiana Tennis e Padel, https://www.fipt.it

Find out more/Per saperne di più

Figure 4. Complete e-dictionary entry for padel

Unfortunately, the creation of a multimodal and multimedia e-dictionary is a challenging task for a number of reasons. First, hyperlinks ‘age’ over time: the longer they exist on the web, the more they deteriorate and eventually become inactive or inaccessible. Therefore, they need to be constantly checked and substituted when necessary. This is a very time-consuming and laborious process that requires significant amounts of (financial) resources and efforts. Second, the availability of images and videos is usually subject to copyright, i.e. lexicographers are not free to utilize materials taken from other sources without obtaining prior permission. This explains why simple (black and white) drawings are sometimes used to illustrate lemmas. Figure 5 shows two images in The Free Dictionary (Note 20) for the word abseil.

Figure 5. Images for abseil in The Free Dictionary

If the use of uncopyrighted material represents a possible solution, it is also true that finding such material is not easy. Similarly, asking an illustrator to produce hundreds of pictures is not an easy option either and in any case the result would not be the same as using real photos. Third, new sports and games keep cropping up, a fact which also requires the constant updating and addition of entries. Pop tennis, for instance, which is not to be confused with padel, is not present in dictionaries; footgolf is only available in Wiktionary (Note 21); and so forth. Finally, do all sports and games have to be treated equally in terms of detail of the dictionary entry? It is obvious that the most popular disciplines, such as soccer, football and rugby, are likely to receive greater space; however, should synchronized swimming be treated less generously than boxing or kayaking? What about roller skating, chess, quoits, punting and weightlifting? This aspect opens up the question of how and to what extent different sporting cultures can be represented. If dictionaries should also have an edutainment function (Geeraerts, 2000), it thus makes sense to include as much information as possible in them. Because space is not a problem in e-dictionaries, it should be possible to add notes for certain culture-loaded terms, for instance. Consider the difference between the Italian bowling game of bocce and simple bowling. The former started as an inexpensive and popular game among the working class and it is usually associated with older adults or retired people, typically men, meeting at local ‘circoli’ (i.e., anti-Fascist gathering points); the latter instead usually
refers to pin bowling and is practiced everywhere and by everyone. Another example is horse racing in Italy, where it also comprises certain traditional games, such as the Palio race in Siena, which is not just a sports competition, but rather a year-long event that is very much part of the local Tuscan culture. These are important facts that need to be addressed for a better understanding of what is behind a term.

5. Conclusions

The bilingual English-Italian dictionaries of sports and games terminology currently available on the market are only in paper form; they have not been recently updated and are thus rather out of date. More dynamicity and an electronic format in line with modern lexicography are called for. The present paper has tentatively presented a possible improved e-dictionary entry showing the kind of features that need to be present in order to enrich users’ browsing experience and make it effective. The difficulties of creating a multimodal and multimedial entry have also been discussed. They mainly concern the availability of authentic materials and having to tackle copyright issues.

In an era where the Internet offers an astonishing abundance of resources, dictionaries necessarily need to incorporate rapidly accessible information all on the same page that would otherwise have to be retrieved with multiple searches. This should be the main strength of e-lexicography today. The future holds both challenges and promises in this field. While on the one hand artificial intelligence is often used as an alternative to dictionaries, it could also help lexicographers to create dictionary entries more rapidly. AI-generated entries can indeed be produced using ChatGPT. The path to replacing human labor with automatic process, however, is still unclear. It seems plausible to say that some form of human intervention and post-editing will continue to be necessary in the coming years, at least to avoid plagiarism and copyright infringement.
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Notes

Note 1. The modern game of tennis originated in England in the 19th century as lawn tennis; rugby was born in the city of Rugby, Warwickshire in the first decades of the same century; rowing started on the river Thames in London in the same period, etc.

Note 2. While in some cases anglicisms remain unchanged in Italian (e.g., cricket, polo, tennis), there are also several instances of modifications (e.g., snowboarding may be referred to as ‘snow’ as in “Non scio ma faccio snow”, i.e. I don’t ski, but I snowboard), which sometimes also produce false anglicisms (e.g., the use of ‘basket’ to indicate basketball). See Furiassi and Gottlieb (2015) for an in-depth examination of pseudo-English.

Note 3. This is my translation of a paragraph in the ‘Presentation’ section.

Note 4. Although bilingual dictionaries are prevalently repositories of words with their translations, the addition of some encyclopedic information is useful to facilitate comprehension and to enrich what are otherwise rather sterile entries.

Note 5. This may be the case of medical terminology, e.g. It. frattura composta, En. compound fracture, whose definitions would be unnecessary for sports doctors.

Note 6. Incidentally, this dictionary lists all the items alphabetically, with no nesting, thus avoiding textual condensation and facilitating accessibility. At the same time, however, such procedure deviates from the standard way of organizing lemma entries in dictionaries and it is perceived as a rather amateur lexicographic technique.

Note 7. “Fare un punto con un ‘home run’” or “segnare un punto facendo il giro completo del campo fino alla casa base” may be translated as ‘to score a point by going all the way around the field to home plate’.

Note 8. The entry for winner in the Collins Online English-Italian Dictionary (https://www.collinsdictionary.com/it/dizionario/inglese-italiano/winner), for instance, includes the gloss gen to indicate that in Italian it is a gendered word and thus provides both the masculine and feminine form, i.e. “vincitore/trice” (last access: 20 December 2023).

Note 9. The part in square brackets in the entry indicates that the object of walking is usually a dog or a horse.

Note 10. The part in square brackets in the entry indicates that it is “an English game similar to baseball, played especially at school by female teams”.

Note 11. EnchantedLearning.com (last access: 20 December 2023), for instance, consists of 317 items grouped alphabetically without definitions or examples.

Note 12. The website of ATS Language, a Hungarian translation agency, includes a useful page (https://www.ats-group.net/glossaries/glossary-lexicon-sports.html) with many links to external glossaries and lexicons of several sports and games (last access: 20 December 2023).


Note 17. https://www.berlitz.com/blog/sports-italian (last access: 10 December 2023).

Note 18. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyMBpJf4zSg (last access: 20 December 2023).

Note 19. This is also the case for padel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3IJ3PXpI2Y (last access: 20 December 2023).
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